Rare events such as nucleation processes are of ubiquitous importance in real systems. The most popular method for nonequilibrium systems, forward flux sampling (FFS), samples rare events by using interfaces to partition the whole transition process into sequence of steps along an order parameter connecting the initial and final states. FFS usually suffers from two main difficulties: low computational efficiency due to bad interface locations and even being not applicable when trapping into unknown intermediate metastable states. In the present work, we propose an approach to overcome these difficulties, by self-adaptively locating the interfaces on the fly in an optimized manner. Contrary to the conventional FFS which set the interfaces with equal distance of the order parameter, our approach determines the interfaces with equal transition probability which is shown to satisfy the optimization condition. This is done by firstly running long local trajectories starting from the current interface  i to get the conditional probability distribution P c (>  i | i ), and then determining  i+1 by equaling P c ( i+1 | i ) to a give value p 0 . With these optimized interfaces, FFS can be run in a much more efficient way. In addition, our approach can conveniently find the intermediate metastable states by monitoring some special long trajectories that neither end at the initial state nor reach the next interface, the number of which will increase sharply from zero if such metastable states are encountered. We apply our approach to a two-state model system and a two-dimensional lattice gas Ising model. Our approach is shown to be much more efficient than the conventional FFS method without losing accuracy, and it can also well reproduce the two-step nucleation scenario of the Ising model with easy identification of the intermediate metastable state. sampling method, rare events, nonequilibrium systems
Introduction
Many important transition processes in real systems are rare events, including nucleation, protein folding, polymer translocation through nanopore, etc. Rare events are usually fluctuation driven barrier-crossing events, occurring with a very low probability, but may be followed by important consequences when they do happen. Due to the barrier between the initial state and final state of the rare events, in general, the waiting time for the appearance of a rare event is too long to be investigated by theoretical brute force sim-ulations. Hence, one needs specific sampling methods to identify the transition pathways of the rare event and to calculate the corresponding transition rate. For equilibrium systems where detailed-balance is satisfied and equilibrium distribution is known, many methods have been proposed in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , including "reactive flux" and "path sampling" methods. The former methods aim to sample the reactive flux by firing typical reactive trajectories near the transition state, such as the Bennett-Chandler method [1, 2] , history dependent Bennett-Chandler method [3] , effective positive flux formalism [4] , and so on. The latter ones try to sample the whole ensemble of transition paths from which many information can be drawn, including the Crooks and Chandler approach [5] , transition path sampling [6, 7] , tran-sition interface sampling [8, 9] , milestoning method [10] , etc. For nonequilibrium systems without detailed balance and known distribution, however, path-sampling methods are relatively rare.
Very recently, R. Allen et al. [11] [12] [13] proposed the socalled forward flux sampling (FFS) approach to study rare events in nonequilibrium systems. As shown in Figure 1(a 
where 0  is the effective forward flux leaving A and reaching interface 0  , and
is the conditional probability that a trajectory coming from A crosses interface i  for the first time and then reaches interface 1 i   before returning to A. Typically, FFS processes as follows [12] : (a) Run a long trajectory with time length T starting from the initial state A. This trajectory will cross 0  for 0 n times. Due to its easy implementation, FFS has been widely used in a variety of systems, e.g., the flipping of genetic toggle switch [11] , nucleation process [14] [15] [16] , polymer translocation [12, 17, 18] , protein conformational changes [19, 20] , to list just a few. However, FFS also encounters several difficulties in its application. One important issue is about the optimization of interface locations which will strongly affect computation efficiency. As illustrated in Figure 1 (b) (Q1), interfaces in conventional FFS are usually set to be of equal order parameter distance, i.e.,
Assuming that there is an underlying free-energy-like function ( ) f  ( which may refer to the potential of mean force for equilibrium systems or some action functional for nonequilibrium systems), the equal-distance interfaces may result in some time-consuming bottlenecks where the barrier ( ) f   between two adjacent interfaces is much larger than others, for instance,
in Figure 1 (b). We note that an iterative FFS (IFFS) approach has been introduced to optimize the interface locations [21] , however, it always requires to run a complete FFS with un-optimized interfaces for the first time which makes it even more inefficient than FFS. Another issue is about possible unknown intermediate metastable states (IMSs) hiding between the initial and final states wherein partial transition paths will be trapped as shown in Figure 1 (b) (Q2). The existence of such IMSs will make the conventional FFS (or IFFS) inapplicable. Thus, a new well designed approach which can optimize interface locations adaptively and search for the unknown IMSs automatically is very demanded.
In the paper, we propose a self-optimized FFS (SO-FFS) approach to overcome these two difficulties. We first demonstrate that an optimized set of interfaces should have equal barrier height
Consequently, the transition probability between adjacent interfaces should be nearly equal during the climbing stage. Therefore, we can sample the conditional transition probability ( | ) 
to a given value 0 p . As long as a conver-
is obtained, the method works efficiently over any profile of ( ) f  . In addition, the method also facilitates the identification of IMSs by monitoring special trajectories which end neither at the initial state nor at the next interface even for a sufficient long time. The number of these trajectories will increase sharply from zero around the IMSs. We apply our approach to a model two-state system and a lattice gas Ising model to demonstrate its efficiency as well as accuracy and its ability to find IMSs.
The SO-FFS approach
To begin, we need to figure out the optimization condition for interface locations. Given a potential-like function ( )
is the barrier height in between. Hence the relative time cost i c for sampling transition between these two interfaces can be estimated by
Clearly, the optimization condition is
corresponding to equal transition probability between adjacent interfaces. Such a fact actually provides a simple but efficient way to sample the rare events with any unknown profile of ( ) f  . We can perform local dynamics simulation to get the conditional probability distribution ( | )
Such distribution usually has an exponential-decaying form governed by large deviation law. The next interface 1
p is a given fixed value, such that new interfaces can be obtained successively. As shown in Figure 2 In short words, the SO-FFS approach basically can be separated into two parts: Determining the next interface self-adaptively by local dynamics and running typical FFS by the interfaces obtained.
In practice, conditional probability ( | ) Another problem encountered in application of FFS is that unknown IMSs may exist in complex systems, such as the multistep nucleation process found in Ising model [14] . When such an IMS presents, trajectories will hardly return to A for 
Applications
In this section, we will apply the SOFFS to a typical doublewell system and a two-step nucleation process of Ising model. We use the former to demonstrate the efficiency of SO-FFS and the latter to show the ability of finding IMSs.
Efficiency comparison
We consider a typical double-well system, the Maier-Stein model, whose dynamics can be described as [22] :
and D denotes the noise intensity. The parameter  reflects the conservation extent of the system. As shown in Figure 4 (a), for  = 1, the drift field of the system can be viewed as a gradient of a potential with two minima at
. When small noises are present, rare transitions from A to B or vice versa are allowed. For 1   , A and B are still the asymptotic fixed points of the system, however, the system is not conserved and the system will not reach an "equilibrium" state. We use SO-FFS to study the nonequilibrium transition from A to B and compare its efficiency and accuracy with those of the FFS and IFFS. The dynamical equation Eq. (4) is integrated by Euler method with 0.01 D  and time step d 0.01 t  . We fix 2   to ensure the nonequilibrium feature of the transition process. The length of trajectory for SO-FFS is taken as
, and the threshold of cumulated distribution is 0 0.92   . The number of interfaces used in FFS and the IFFS is the same as that obtained by SO-FFS. In FFS, the interfaces are set to divide equally the order parameter . A typical personal computer with a 3.0 GHz Intel(R) Core CPU and 2 GB memory is used as the computation platform. The computation efficiency is measured by CPU time for sampling the transition. To get statistically reliable results, all the approaches are repeated for 400 times.
The results are shown in Figure 4(b) and (c), where the CPU time and the calculated transition rate are shown, respectively. Clearly, SO-FFS remarkably increases the computation efficiency compared FFS and IFFS. The average CPU time for SO-FFS is about 5.7 s, which is much smaller than 75.6 s for FFS and 80.2 s for IFFS. In addition, SO-FFS nearly reaches the best efficiency (green line) which is obtained by using the optimal interfaces after 3 iterations of IFFS. Moreover, besides its high efficiency, SO-FFS can get the transition rate k AB accurately as well as shown in Figure 4 (c). In short, SO-FFS is demonstrated to be very efficient in sampling of rare events without losing of sampling accuracy.
Searching for IMSs
Here we consider the nucleation of a 2-dimensional lattice gas Ising model with pores which has been shown to be a two-step process [14] . As illustrated in Figure 5(a) , the system is defined on a L × L square lattice and the pore has a simple w × L/2 rectangular slit geometry with width w . Each site i on the square lattice has a spin 1 i s   associated with it. The Hamiltonian E of the system consists of two parts [14] :
where J is the interaction strength and h is an external magnetic field. The first summation runs over all nearestneighbor pairs of spins. At low temperatures, the system is stable when all spins are down ( 1 s   ) or up ( 1 s   ) for h = 0. When | | h is slightly larger than 0, the external magnetic field will reduce the energy of one of these two states which is of the same direction as the field, i.e., for 0 h  the spin-up phase is more stable and for 0 h  the spin-down phase. Due to the energy difference of the two phases, a nucleation process will occur if the system is initially located at the metastable state. Here, we consider the nucleation process from the spin-down initial state to the spin-up state by setting   B 0 0.05 0 h k T with B k as the Boltzmann constant and 0 T as the temperature. The system is studied by using Monte Carlo simulations [1] . If not otherwise stated, the spin interaction strength is fixed at  B 0 0.8 J k T . As shown in Figure 5(b) , a two-step nucleation is found: The system firstly nucleates in the pore and then out of the pore [14] . By defining the total number of up spins as the order parameter , clearly, the system bypasses an IMS with IMS  approximately equal to the size of the pore.
We then sample the two-step nucleation by SO-FFS. As described in the last part of Section II, we draw ,3 i n (the number of special trajectories) as a function of  in Figure   6 (a). Apparently, a sharp jump is observed around 400   , demonstrating an IMS nearby. We then sample the local phase space density ( )   starting from a configuration picked up randomly from these special trajectories. As shown in Figure 6(b , which is reasonable since the IMS describes the state wherein the nucleation in the pore has completed and the one out of the pore has just started. We have also used our SO-FFS approach to sample the whole two-step nucleation process. To be specific, we have calculated the nucleation rates in k and out k inside and out of the pore respectively, as well as the whole nucleation rate   The results are shown in Figure 6 (c), where in k decreases as w increases, and out k increases with w . These competition between the two steps finally results in a non-monotonic dependence of the whole rate k AB on w, demonstrating an interesting type of size effect, in good agreements with the reported results [14] .
Conclusions
In summary, we have developed an efficient approach, SO-FFS, to study rare events in nonequilibrium systems with self-optimized computation efficiency and ability to find IMSs. Interfaces which divide the whole transition process into stages are determined adaptively by sampling local dynamics. SO-FFS ensures that the transition probabilities between adjacent interfaces are nearly the same, thus automatically works in an optimized manner. The method can also identify IMSs conveniently by monitoring some special trajectories that neither return back to the initial state nor reach the next interface. We show that our method is much more efficient than the conventional FFS without losing accuracy by applying it to a two-state model system. The ability of searching for IMSs is also demonstrated in a two-step nucleation process associated with lattice gas Ising model. Although the two models considered here are relatively simple, the main physical idea is the same and our SO-FFS approach can be easily applied to more complicated systems and will surely find wide applications.
